There is a decomposition of a Lie algebra for open matrix chains akin to the triangular decomposition. We use this decomposition to construct unitary irreducible representations. All multiple meson states can be retrieved this way. Moreover, they are the only states with a finite number of nonzero quantum numbers with respect to a certain set of maximally commuting linearly independent quantum observables. Any other state is a tensor product of a multiple meson state and a state coming from a representation of a quotient algebra that extends and generalizes the Virasoro algebra. We expect the representation theory of this quotient algebra to describe physical systems at the thermodynamic limit.
Introduction
Theories with matrix degrees of freedom are of wide interest in physics. Quantum chromodynamics (QCD) is an important example. Each gluon field carries two color indices. They can be treated as row and column indices of a matrix field. A typical term in the action of a physical theory is constructed by multiplying matrix fields together and taking the trace of the resulting product; this serves to preserve gauge invariance. M(atrix)-Theory [1] , a candidate for a unified theory of gravitational, strong and electroweak interactions, is another major example. In this model, the matrices describe the positions of D0-branes and their relative distances noncommutatively [2] .
So far, the most successful calculational tool for both theories is perturbative analysis, whose approximation assumptions are valid in the high-energy regime of QCD and the classical limit of M-theory. Indeed, there is an excellent agreement between perturbative QCD predictions and measurements of high-energy scattering experiments among quarks and gluons. (See Ref. [3] , for instance, for a general introduction and further literature on the subject.) Perturbative M-theory calculations of scattering processes among M-theory objects are, by and large, in good agreements with classical supergravity, too. (Ref. [4] lists two latest reviews on the subject. Further literature can be found therein.) To study important low-energy phenomena of QCD like color confinement, hadron spectrum or the parton distribution of a nucleon, or large quantum effects of supergravity, however, it is necessary to develop non-perturbative methods.
As we have just noted, both QCD and M-theory are intrinsically matrix models. Little is known about the ramifications of the matrix nature, though many researchers believe that this is the key to a deeper understanding of the physics of a matrix model. One approach is to study its symmetry. This consists in identifying a symmetry of a generic matrix model, expressing the symmetry in terms of a Lie algebra (or quantum group) and developing a representation theory for the Lie algebra.
Numerous examples have demonstrated the fruitfulness of studying representation theories. To name but a few, the representation theory of so(3) shapes the energy spectra of physical systems with rotational symmetry; the representation theory of the Poincaré algebra enables us to classify massless fundamental particles [3] ; even more remarkably, the so(4) symmetry of the hydrogenic atom dictates its energy spectrum completely [5] .
Perhaps the most prominent example in recent years is the Virasoro al-gebra, a Lie algebra describing two-dimensional conformal symmetry. Its representation theory reveals how the reducibility of a highest weight representation depends on the values of c, the central charge, and h, the eigenvalue of the highest weight state under the action of L 0 , the energy operator. We can use these irreducible representations to describe compactified string theory [6] . We can also use a small number of highest weight reducible representations to build up a so-called minimal model describing a physical system at criticality like the Ising model and the three-state Potts model [7] . In addition, the representation theory renders us a character formula (1 − exp(2πinτ )) .
If we interpret τ as the ratio between two complex periods along two linearly independent directions on a torus, this character formula becomes nothing but the holomorphic part of the partition function of a conformal field theory on a torus [8] . Thus we can solve for the thermodynamics of this system. In Ref. [9] , Rajeev and one of us gave an exposition on the basic properties of a newly discovered Lie algebraĜ Λ,Λ F for open matrix chains in the large-N limit [10] . ( By an open matrix chain we mean a state produced by the action of a product of a row vector, several square matrices and a column vector of creation operators on the vacuum.) They can be interpreted as mesons in QCD, discretized open strings in a string-bit model [11] or one-dimensional open quantum spin chain systems. The relation of this Lie algebra with another Lie algebra for closed matrix chains was discussed at length in Ref. [12] . We would like to build upon the results of Ref. [9] , and work out a representation theory for it. In this article, we will present first results on the subject.
As noted in Ref. [12] ,Ĝ Λ,Λ F can be broken down into a direct sum of subalgebras in a manner similar to the triangular decomposition of a semisimple Lie algebra. Just as a traditional triangular decomposition gives rise to lowest weight representations, this decomposition forĜ Λ,Λ F leads to interesting representations generated by a weight vector, which we will call a lowest weight vector. The corresponding representation will be called a lowest weight representation. It can be made irreducible by quotienting out the maximal subrepresentation. Some lowest weight vectors produce unitary representations.
Since the Cartan subalgebra we have found forĜ Λ,Λ F is simultaneously a maximally commutative subalgebra, we can treat it as a linear space generated by a maximally commuting set of linearly independent quantum observables. A lowest weight vector is then a quantum eigenstate of this set of quantum observables, and the lowest weight a set of quantum numbers. An interesting result we are going to show is that if only a finite number of these quantum numbers are non-zero, then this eigenstate must be, in the context of QCD, a multiple meson state. Any state with an infinite number of non-zero quantum numbers must be a tensor product of a multiple meson and a state coming from an irredicible representation of a certain quotient algebra which extends and generalizes the Virasoro algebra. Already for the case Λ = 1 the quotient algebra is quite interesting. Specifically, it is an extension of the Virasoro algebra by an infinite Heisenberg algebra [13] . We expect the representation theory of the quotient algebra to describe physical systems at the thermodynamic limit. This paper is organized as follows. We will review without proofs the definition ofĜ Λ,Λ F and its basis properties in Section 2, further details of which can be found in Refs. [9] and [12] . We will work out two useful bases for the Lie algebra in Section 3, and its Cartan subalgebra and root vecotors in Section 4. (The reader is advised to read only the statements of the propositions in these two sections on a first reading, and return to them later on if he or she is interested in the details.) We will define the notion of a Verma-like module and the associated Hermitian form in Section 5, and use this to identify the representation spaces of multiple meson states in Section 6 and other states which are related to the quotient algebra in Section 7.
We follow Refs. [14] and [15] in the usage of Lie algebra terminologies.
Definitions
Two Lie algebras were defined in Ref. [12] : the grand string algebra and the open string algebra. The latter is our major interest in this article, and was defined as a quotient of the former. We will briefly review them in this section. Further details of the notations and formalism can be found in
Refs. [9] and [12] . One agreement we need to make with the reader now is that unless otherwise specified, the summation convention will not be adopted.
operator of expression which kind 
(1)
and
2. an operator of the second kind and an operator of the second, third or fourth kind:
3. an operator of the third kind and an operator of the third or fourth kind:
and (8)
4. two operators of the fourth kind:
The ellipses in the last equation represent terms which cannot be written in terms of the operators listed in 
T o is a representation space for the grand string algebra.
Definition 2.1
The Lie algebra denoted asĜ Λ,Λ F in Ref. [9] and later on called the open string algebra in Ref. [12] is defined as the quotient of the grand string algebra by the annihilator of the representation T o . We will call T o the defining representation.
Eqs. (1), (5), (8) and (10) show that the space generated by each kind of operators forms a subalgebra of the open string algebra. The four subalgebras were denoted by
andΣ Λ , respectively, in Ref. [9] . In addition, Eqs.(1) to (4) tell us that gl(Λ F ) ⊗ F Λ ⊗ gl(Λ F ) is a proper ideal isomorphic to gl(∞), and Eqs.(1) to (9) tell us that all the operators of the first three kinds together span a bigger proper idealM Λ,Λ F .
For future convenience, let us introduce some more operators of the fourth kind acting on the defining representation space. They are σ 
Though these operators look completely new, they are actually elements of the open string algebra, as can be seen from the following identities which are now fully general:
The reader can check the validity of Eq. (18) 
We know of no representation of σ ∅ ∅ or σ I ∅ in terms of matrix annihilation or creation operators without using Eq.(18).
Sometimes we will use the generic notation XİJ or YİJ to refer toΞ
or σİJ , ignoring λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 and λ 4 .
Bases
The operators listed in Table 1 do not form a basis for the open string algebra because they are overcomplete. In this section, we will work out two bases which will be of use in future discussions. Readers who are not interested in the details may read only the statements of Propositions 3.3 and 3.6, and then move on directly to the next section.
Before we start, we need to recall a lexicographic ordering for integer sequences from Ref. [12] . We will use it to construct another one for a basis of the open string algebra. (Both orderings are denoted as > as there is no danger of confusion.)
, and there exists an integer r ≤ a such that
. . , i r−1 = j r−1 and i r > j r .
Definition 3.2 Here is a lexicographic ordering for a basis of the open string
Note that changing the basis changes the lexicographic ordering also.
Proposition 3.3
The following set B 0 of elements forms a basis for the open string algebra:
2. allΞ
such that λ 1 = 1 or λ 2 = 1; and
This proposition is a consequence of the following two lemmas.
Lemma 3.4 B 0 is a linearly independent set.
Proof. We will prove this by ad absurdum. Consider an arbitrary sum X of a finite number of the elements listed in Proposition 3.3. Write down X according to the following Convention: the numerical coefficient of σİJ in X is written as c(σİJ ). The coefficients of other operators are written similarly. (By definition, only a finite number of the coefficients are non-zero.)
Assume that this sum X is identically equal to zero. There are now several possibilities. Consider first the case in which some c(σİJ ) = 0 in the sum X, which can then be written as
where p is a finite positive integer,J 1 =J 2 = · · · =J q <J q+1 ≤ · · · ≤J p for some integer q ≤ p,İ r =İ s for 1 ≤ r, s ≤ q such that r = s, and the ellipses denote terms involving operators of other kinds. Then acting the sum on
c(σİ
where the ellipses consist of terms proportional toφ
, where λ 1 > 1 or λ 2 > 1. This is manifestly non-zero, a contradiction. Hence there is no operator of the form σİJ in the sum.
Similarly, considering the action of the sum on a state of the formφ ρ ⊗ sK ⊗φ 1 will rule out the presence of anyΞ
⊗lİJ in the sum. Then considerinḡ
. Finally, consideringφ ρ 1 ⊗sK ⊗φ ρ 2 will eliminate allΞ
. Consequently, no element of B 0 can appear in the sum to make it identically zero, and B 0 is linearly independent. Q.E.D.
Lemma 3.5 Any element of the open string algebra can be written as a finite sum of the elements listed in Proposition 3.3.
Proof. This follows from the following formulae, which the reader can check one by one by verifying that the actions of the left and right hand sides of any equation below on any open matrix chain are the same:
(20)
; (22) where λ 1 = 1 or λ 2 = 1;
where λ 2 = 1 or λ 3 = 1; and
Q.E.D.
We now give a different basis for the open string algebra. We will use it to construct "Verma-like modules". 
⊗lİJ such that the last integers inİ andJ are not simultaneously 1; We need a series of lemmas to prove this assertion.
Lemma 3.7
The following set B 1 of elements is linearly independent: Proof. Consider the following set B 1 (n) of operators:
4. all rİJ ⊗ Ξ Assume that B 1 (p) is linearly independent for some non-negative integer p. Consider now the case B 1 (p + 1). The operators belonging to B 1 (p) but not to
such that #(İ) + #(J ) = p, whereas the operators belonging to B 1 (p + 1) but not to B 1 (p) are all ofΞ 1 1 ⊗ lİJ such that #(İ)+#(J ) = p. Consider any pair ofİ andJ such that #(İ)+#(J ) = p. If there is an integer inİ larger than 1, define q 1 to be the minimal non-negative integer such that the (q + 1)-th integer ofİ is larger than 1; otherwise, define q 1 to be #(İ). Define q 2 from the properties ofJ similarly. Let q be the minimum of q 1 and q 2 . We can then writeİ =İ 1İ2 andJ =İ 1J2 , whereİ 1 is the number 1 appearing q times, andİ 2 orJ 2 is empty or starts with an integer larger than 1. From Eq.(20), we have
Note that σ
belongs to B 1 (p + 1) but not to B 1 (p), and all other terms on the right hand side of Eq.(25) belong to both B 1 (p) and B 1 (p + 1). Eq.(25) therefore provides a one-to-one correspondence between the operators belonging to B 1 (p) but not to B 1 (p+1), and the operators belonging to B 1 (p+1) but not to B 1 (p). It then follows from the inductive hypothesis at the beginning of this paragraph that B 1 (p + 1) is linearly independent. As a result, B 1 (n) is linearly independent for any non-negative integer value of n. Since any element of B 1 belongs to B 1 (n) for a sufficient large value of n, B 1 is linearly independent, too. Q.E.D.
Lemma 3.8
The following set B 2 of elements is linearly independent: Proof. This is done by applying Eq.(21) and an inductive argument similar to that in Lemma 3.7 on the set B 2 (n) below:
such that #(I) < n and at least one of the following three conditions holds:
such that #(I) ≥ n and at least one of the following two conditions holds:
such that #(J) < n and at least one of the following three conditions holds:
such that #(J) ≥ n and at least one of the following two conditions holds: We invite the reader to work out the detail. Q.E.D.
Lemma 3.9
The following set B 3 of elements is linearly independent: Proof. This is done by applying Eq.(23) and an inductive argument similar to that in the Lemma 3.7 on the set B 3 (n) below:
such that (a) #(İ) + #(J ) < n, and
2. allΞ Proof. This is done by applying Eq.(22) with λ 1 and λ 2 arbitrary, and an inductive argument similar to that in the Lemma 3.7 on the set B 4 (n) below:
such that #(İ) + #(J ) < n; Once again we invite the reader to work out the detail. Q.E.D. Proof. This follows from the equations below. They come from Eqs.(20) to (24). From Eqs.(26) to (36) in this and the next lemma,K 0 is the empty sequence, andK n = K n is the sequence 11 . . . 1 with n integers for n > 0.
The first equation is
where λ 1 and λ 2 are any positive integers not larger than Λ F , n is any positive integer, andİ andJ are any integer sequences such that at least one of them is empty or has its last integer larger than 1. The second equation is
where n is positive, and
2. ifİ = ∅ andJ = ∅, then the first integer ofİ = 1 or λ 2 + λ 3 > 2;
3. ifİ = ∅ andJ = ∅, then the first integer ofJ = 1 or λ 2 + λ 3 > 2; and 4. ifİ = ∅ andJ = ∅, then the first integersİ andJ cannot be 1 simultaneously.
The third equation is
where n is any non-negative integer. The fourth equation is
whereİ is any sequence. The fifth equation is
whereJ is any sequence. The sixth equation is
where n is any positive integer,İ is any sequence, and r
1İ
∅ ⊗ Ξ 
where n is any positive integer,J is any sequence, and r ∅ 1J
⊗ Ξ 
where n is a positive integer, andİ andJ satisfy one of the following conditions:
1.İ = ∅,J = ∅ and the last integer ofJ is not 1; 
The second and last terms on the right hand side of this equation can be written as finite linear combinations of the elements of B 4 by Eq.(34) and Lemma 3.11, respectively. Thus an inductive argument on m+n implies that any σ 
Cartan Subalgebra and Root Vectors
We are going to work out a Cartan subalgebra 4 and the root vectors associated with it for the open string algebra. We will need these results in future sections. Once again those who are not interested in details may only read the statements of the propositions in this section, and move on to the next section directly. Proof. In terms of the basis B 0 , what we need to show is that 1. allΞ
Proposition 4.1 AllΞ
such that λ 1 = 1 and λ 2 = 1, 
allΞ
for each value of i, orJ
for each value of i.
If Eq.(37) is true, then
which clearly does not belong to G 00 either. Thus there is no term proportional to σİJ in X such thatİ =J.
Next, consider
Case 2 There exist in X terms of the form c(rİ
such that the following four conditions hold: 
i is a positive integer not larger than p;

2.İ
i λ i =J i ρ i for each i;
Without loss of generality, we can further assume that for all values of i, eitherİ
If Eq.(41) holds, then
which does not belong to G 00 . If instead Eq.(42) holds, then
which does not belong to G 00 either. Thus there cannot be any term proportional to rİJ ⊗ Ξ λ ρ in X such thatİλ =J ρ. Similar arguments by contradiction enable us to rule out the remaining two cases.
Case 3 There exist in X terms of the form c(Ξ
such that the following four conditions hold: Case 4 There exist in X terms of the form c(Ξ
i is a positive integer not larger than p;
2.İ
such that the following four conditions hold: Finally, consider Case 3 in the proof of Proposition 5 together with the additional assumptions that c(σİJ ) = 0 and c(rİJ ⊗ Ξ λ ρ ) = 0 for allİ,J, λ and ρ. An argument similar to the ones in the first two cases will lead us to the same conclusion that V ∈ F Λ,Λ F .
i is a positive integer not larger than p;
2.İ
We therefore conclude that in all case, V ∈ F Λ,Λ F . Now, we know that F Λ,Λ F is isomorphic to gl(∞) whose properties then lead to the necessary part of this proposition. Q.E.D.
Verma-Like Modules
Verma modules are a valuable tool for constructing non-trivial unitary lowest weight irreducible representations of familiar Lie algebras like the Virasoro algebra. We are going to adopt the same approach to construct unitary lowest weight irreducible representations for the open string algebra. This algebra, however, differs from the Virasoro algebra in one important aspect -its Cartan subalgebra and the associated root vectors do not span the whole open string algebra. This implies there cannot be any triangular decomposition of the open string algebra in the traditional sense. Nevertheless, there is still a decomposition very similar to the triangular decomposition, and we can use this other decomposition as a starting point to define a module which resembles a Verma module. We will call this a Verma-like module.
It was noted in Ref. [12] that the subalgebraΣ Λ admits a decomposition into subalgebras of "raising", "diagonal" and "lowering" operators. Indeed, we will see shortly that the open string algebra can be Z-graded.
Let #(İ) be the number of integers inİ, andG m a subspace of the grand string algebra spanned by all operators of any form shown in Table 1 (and all operators of the fifth kind not mentioned in Section 2) such that #(İ) − #(J) = m or #(I) − #(J) = m. Then the grand string algebra is a direct sum ofG m for all integral values of m. Furthermore, the reader can check from the Lie brackets of the grand string algebra, all of which can be found in Ref. [12] and most of which were reproduced in Section 2, that
Hence, the set of allG m provides a Z-grading for the grand string algebra. Moreover, the defining representation is, in a natural way, a graded representation for the grand string algebra with the grade ofφ λ 1 ⊗ sK ⊗ φ λ 2 equal to #(K). Recall from Definition 2.1 that the open string algebra is the quotient of the grand string algebra by the annihilator of this graded representation. It follows that the open string algebra is also Z-graded:
with G m being the image ofG m under the quotient operation and satisfying
The Cartan subalgebra G 00 is a subalgebra of G 0 . Let G 0+ be the subspace of G 0 spanned by all operators of any form shown in Table 1 such thaṫ Iλ 1 λ 3 >Jλ 2 λ 4 ,İλ 1 >J λ 2 ,İ >J or I > J. Then G 0+ is a subalgebra of G 0 [12] . Likewise, let G 0− be the subspace of G 0 spanned by all operators of any form shown in Table 1 
It follows from the fact that G 0+ is a subalgebra of G 0 and Eq.(46) that G + is a subalgebra of the open string algebra. Likewise, G − is another subalgebra ofĜ Λ,Λ F . ThenĜ
Let us now construct a module for the open string algebra using Eq.(49). Consider the universal enveloping algebra U(Ĝ Λ,Λ F ) of the open string algebra. Let h I (λ 1 ;İ; λ 2 ), h II (λ;İ), h III (İ; λ) and h IV (İ) be fixed functions on an integer sequenceİ and, with the exception of h IV , the positive integer(s) λ 1 , λ 2 or λ also. The subscripts tell us the kinds of operators with which the functions are associated. Construct the left ideal I of U(Ĝ Λ,Λ F ) generated by 1. all elements in G − , 2. allΞ
with 1 being the identity element of U(Ĝ Λ,Λ F ),
The values of all h I , h II , h III and h IV listed above can be freely chosen.
Fix the values of these four functions on other arguments by the succeeding equations in all of whichK 0 stands for the empty sequence andK n = K n stands for the sequence 11. . . 1 with n integers for n > 0:
where λ 1 is any positive integer not larger than Λ F , n is any positive integer, andİ is any integer sequence such that either it is empty or its last integer is larger than 1 (c.f., Eq.(26));
where n is positive, and either 1.İ is empty and λ 2 = 1, or 2.İ is non-empty and the first integer ofİ is not 1 (c.f. Eq.(27));
where n is any non-negative integer (c.f., Eq.(28));
where n is any positive integer,İ is either empty or has both its first and last integers larger than 1, and the values of h II can either be freely chosen or determined from Eq.(50) (c.f., Eq.(33));
where n is a positive integer, I is a non-empty sequence whose first and last integers are both larger than 1, and the values of h III can either be freely chosen or determined from Eq.(51) or (52) (c.f., Eq.(34));
where both m and n are positive integers,İ is a non-empty integer sequence whose first and last integers are both larger than 1, the values of h III could be determined from Eq.(51) or (52), and those of h IV could be determined from Eq.(53) (c.f., Eq.(36)). The four functions h = (h I , h II , h III , h IV ) determined in this way will be called a lowest weight. Clearly, the four functions are not linearly indepedent. Eqs. (26), (27), (28), (33), (34) and (36) then imply that I is spanned by G − and all elements of the form
Define M to be U/I.Ĝ Λ,Λ F acts on M by left multiplication and so M is a valid representation ofĜ Λ,Λ F . Let | v h be the image of 1 in M. Then
We will call any | v h satisfying Eq.(56) a lowest weight vector. (Note that not all elements in G + can be written as finite linear combinations of root vectors of G 00 and so this notion of a lowest weight vector is different from the traditional one.) The Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt theorem implies that | v h together with all the elements in M of the form
where n is any positive integer, Xİ ṗ Jp ∈ G + for each value of p and the product is arranged in the reverse of the lexicographic ordering in Definition 3.2, forms a basis for M. The expectation value of E(v h ), which we will denote as E(v h ) , is the coefficient of | v h in the expression for E(v h ) written in this basis. We will call M a Verma-like module. (Again if G + and G − were spanned by root vectors, M would be a Verma module.)
A lowest weight representation of the open string algebra is a Vermalike module or a quotient of it 7 . In general, a lowest weight representation is not irreducible. If there is a maximal subrepresentation of a Verma-like module, the resulting quotient representation will be an irreducible lowest weight representation.
To establish the notion of unitarity for lowest weight representations, we introduce a number of auxiliary notions as follows. Define an antilinear antiinvolution ω onĜ Λ,Λ F by
(58) 7 We called it a highest weight representation in Ref. [16] .
(Readers who know how these four kinds of operators were introduced in Refs. [9] and [12] should be aware that this antilinear anti-involution is nothing but the Hermitian conjugation of creation and annihilation operators of partons.) This antilinear anti-involution ofĜ Λ,Λ F extends straightforwardly to an antilinear anti-involution of its universal enveloping algebra U(Ĝ Λ,Λ F ).
From now on, we assume all the weight functions to be real. This allows us to define a sesquilinear form · | · on two elements E 1 (v h ) and E 2 (v h ) of M, both of which are of the form Eq.(57), by
Since There are some interesting physical interpretations of this theorem. In the context of QCD, a tensor product of the defining representation is a space consisting of multiple meson states. Theorem 6.2 thus reflects once again a long-established fact that in the large-N limit, one cannot break an open string into several, or combine several open strings to one [17] . Furthermore, the proof of Proposition 5 clearly shows that G 00 is a maximally commutative subalgebra ofĜ Λ,Λ F . We may thus think of G 00 as a linear space generated by a maximally commuting set of linearly independent quantum observables, of which the lowest weight state is an eigenstate with all its eigenvalues, or quantum numbers, given by the weight functions. If this state has only a finite number of non-zero quantum numbers, any other state generated by it will have a finite number of non-zero quantum numbers, too. Consequently, the above theorem implies that if an eigenstate, lowest weight or not, has only a finite number of non-zero quantum numbers with respect to these quantum observables, then this eigenstate must be a multiple meson state.
Before embarking on the proof of the equivalences, let us make some simple observations which have, among other things, as consequences the statements about the Hermitian form in the theorem.
Lemma 6.3 The maximal subrepresentation of a unitarizable Verma-like module is the radical of the Hermitian form.
Proof. If we quotient out by the radical of the Hermitian form in the Verma module we get a representation with a non-degenerate Hermitian form (still contravariant of course). A priori it might seem possible that this representation could have a proper unitary quotient. However, exactly due to the unitarity assumption, if there exists a non-zero maximal proper invariant subspace I such that the quotient by it is unitary, then in fact the quotient must be equivalent to I ⊥ . But since the space is cyclic, this is possible only if I = 0 which is a contradiction. Q.E.D.
Lemma 6.4 If for a given weight h there exists a contravariant unitary lowest (or highest) weight module V h , then it is unique.
Proof. Let | v h denote the lowest weight vector and let A h denote the annihilator of | v h in the envelopping algebra U. Then V h ≃ U/A h and by Lemma 6.3, A h is equal to the set of Y ∈ U for which
By contravariance, the latter condition is expressible entirely in terms of the Lie algebra structure and h. Q.E.D.
We will now prove Theorem 6.2 by a series of lemmas in which 1., 2., 3. and 4. stand for the four enumerated statements in Theorem 6.2.
Proof. First of all we observe that the defining representation T o is obviously approximately finite. Indeed, it is elementary to verify that the following identities hold in T ō
and (61)
for allİ,J, λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 , andλ 4 . It is clear that the tensor product
will have the same property. Furthermore, any Young symmetrizer c γ will define an invariant subspace and a non-zero weight vector v γ which is annihilated by any subalgebra gl(N)
Let 
. . .
Eqs.(60) to (62) clearly also hold in c γ (T o ). Q.E.D.
Proof. Let h I be given in terms of a γ as in Eq.(63). Then, since it is nonzero only on a finite number of arguments, γ defines a Young symmetrizer c γ . Consider c γ (T o ). It is easy to see that this space has the right lowest weight. By Lemma 6.4 it is unique. Q.E.D.
Proof. According to Definition 8, only a finite number of the summands in the formula h IV (∅) =
are non-zero, so there exists an integer sequenceK such that h I (λ 1 ;İ; λ 2 ) = 0 for any λ 1 and λ 2 ifİ >K. Then h II (λ;İ) = h III (İ; λ) = h IV (I) = 0 iḟ I >K. In particular, h II , h III and h IV are non-zero on a finite number of arguments only. Q.E.D.
Proof. Letİ andJ be arbitrarily chosen integer sequences, and λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 and λ 4 arbitrarily chosen positive integers not greater than Λ F . Notice that
, whereİλ 1 λ 3 >J λ 2 λ 4 , span a subalgebra of the open string algebra. This subalgebra is isomorphic to sl(2, C). We therefore deduce from the representation theory of sl(2, C) that h I (λ 2 ;J; λ 4 ) − h I (λ 1 ;İ; λ 3 ) must be a nonnegative integer. Q.E.D.
Lemma 6.9 3. ⇒ 2..
Proof. Since h I is non-zero on a finite number of arguments only, Lemma 10 implies that there exists an integer sequenceKρ 1 ρ 2 such that
2. h I (λ 1 ;İ; λ 2 ) = 0 ifİλ 1 λ 2 >Kρ 1 ρ 2 ; and
In other words, Eq.(63) with the partition γ holds. We will move on to show that h II satisfies Definition 8. The proofs for h III and h IV are similar. LetK 1 ρ 3 be the integer sequence such that h II (ρ 3 ;K 1 ) > 0 and h II (λ;İ) = 0 ifİλ >K 1 ρ 3 . Then Eq.(22) implies that 
Proof. This comes from the inequalities
Lemma 6.12 4. ⇒ 3..
Proof. LetK be an integer sequence such that h IV (K) > 0 and h IV (İ) = 0 for anyİ >K. Eqs. (22), (23) and (24) imply that for thisİ,
Assume that some h I (λ 1 ;İ; λ 2 ) = 0 in Eq.(64). Then there exist two integers ρ 1 and ρ 2 such that h I (ρ 1 ;İ; ρ 2 ) < 0. By Lemma 10, h I (λ 3 ;J; λ 4 ) < 0 ifJ >İ. Hence for thisJ,
h IV (iJj) = 0, a contradiction. We thus conclude that h I (λ 1 ;İ; λ 2 ) = 0 for any integer sequenceİ such thatİ >K and any integers λ 1 and λ 2 . In particular, h I is non-zero on a finite number of arguments only. A similar argument using Lemma 6.11 shows that h II and h III are non-zero on a finite number of arguments only. Q.E.D. Together with the physical interpretation of Theorem 6.2, this result implies that if a lowest weight state has an infinite number of non-zero quantum numbers, it must be a tensor product of a multiple meson state and a state in a representation of the quotient algebra. As remarked in the introduction, the quotient algebra extends and generalizes the Virasoro algebra. Already for the case Λ = 1 the quotient algebra is quite interesting. Specifically, it is an extension of the Virasoro algebra by an infinite Heisenberg algebra [13] . Physically speaking, sl(∞) consists of finite-size-effect operators. Studying the quotient algebra is thus equivalent to studying a physical system which is free of finite-size effects. Hence, we expect the representation theory of the quotient algebra to describe the physics of open matrix chains at the thermodynamic limit.
Let h be the weight function of an arbitrary unitary lowest weight representation R of the open string algebra, and | v h its lowest weight vector (somewhat abusing notation, we do not distinguish between the space and the representation). Our task is to produce two representations R a.f. and R t.i. such that R a.f. is approximately finite, R t.i. comes from the quotient algebra (is trivial on sl(∞)), and R = R t.i. ⊗ R a.f. . As usual, we do this by proving a succession of lemmas. 
, and (66)
(67)
Proof. We will show thatσİJ | v h has a finite norm. The rest of the lemma can be proved by a simpler version of the following argument. For any non-negative integer p, consider the operator
Certainly it is well defined because there are only a finite number of summands in Eq.(68). (We can definelİJ (p) andrİJ (p) similarly.) Let
Clearly, s is a positive integer. Since 
which, in turn, is non-negative owing to unitarity. That p can be arbitrarily large and Lemma 10 together then imply that for any fixed non-empty integer sequencesİ andJ, only a finite number of h I (λ 1 ;KJL; λ 2 ) − h I (λ 1 ;KİL; λ 2 ), where λ 1 and λ 2 are arbitrary positive integers not larger than Λ F , andK andL are empty or non-empty integer sequences, are non-zero. As a result,
for some positive integer q 0 because its norm vanishes. ThusσİJ | v h has a finite norm. Q.E.D.
Define R f to be the subspace of R generated by the actions of elements of gl(Λ F ) ⊗ F Λ ⊗ gl(Λ F ) on the lowest weight vector | v h . Let for brevityX denote any one of the operators defined in Eqs.(65-67). It now follows easily thatXv is well defined for any v ∈ R f . Lemma 7.3 For any v ∈ R f and any F ∈ gl(Λ F ) ⊗ F Λ ⊗ gl(Λ F ),
Proof. Any F ∈ gl(Λ F ) ⊗ F Λ ⊗ gl(Λ F ) commutes, for fixedİ,J, with everything in gl(Λ F ) ⊗ F Λ ⊗ gl(Λ F ) of the formΞ 
